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  FACT SHEET

     Atlas ”D” Missile Site 4 near Granite, Wyoming 
Winter 2010 

BACKGROUND 
The Atlas “D” missile, initially designed as a prototype for 

testing of all Atlas operating intercontinental ballistic missile 
(ICBM) systems, was eventually placed on active service as the first 
U.S. ICBM. The 82-foot-long missiles were fueled by RP-1 
kerosene based fuel and liquid oxygen, and were designed to carry a 
nuclear war

Developed in the late 1950’s, the first Atlas “D” missile was 
launched from Cape Canaveral in April 1959.  The Atlas D was 
declared operational in September of that year. The Atlas “D” had a 
short operational life, however, and was phased out by 1961. 

Intended to be launched from a vertical storage position on 
surface-level launch pads, the facilities were modified to allow the 
missiles to be stored horizontally in concrete bunkers for increased 
safety and security. Atlas “D” Missile Site 4 contained four above 
ground structures: the missile launch and service building and three 
launch operations buildings.  The launch buildings consisted of a 
large above ground storage area that stored one Atlas missile 
horizontally.  The roof would be retracted and the missile would be 
elevated into a vertical position for launch.  The operations building 
contained launch control facilities and crew quarters.  

Atlas D Missile Complex 

 
ATLAS SITES IN WYOMING  
      Atlas “D” Missile Site 4 is one of four Atlas “D” sites in 
Wyoming, and is located approximately 18 miles west of 
Cheyenne and one mile south of the town of Granite.  
Additionally, three Atlas E missile sites are scattered across the 
plains of southeast Wyoming in Laramie and southern Platte 
County.  F.E. Warren Air Force Base in Cheyenne, WYO., 
provided command and suppo

The sites were decommissioned and the missiles removed 
in the early to mid-1960’s.  The complexes were then sold to 
public and private owners.  Site 4 is currently owned by the 
City of Cheyenne and the Cheyenne Board of Public Utilities 
(CBOPU). 

 
REGULATORY SETTING 

The Atlas sites are being investigated for the Department of 
Defense (DOD) by the U. S Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha 
District (USACE).  The sites fall under the Formerly Used Defense 
Sites (FUDS) program, which follows the federal Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 
(CERCLA), or “Superfund” process, although the sites are not on 
the Superfund National Priorities List. 

The Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (WDEQ) 
provides regulatory oversight of the FUDS program in Wyoming, with assistance from the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency - Region 8 (EPA-8), and local governments. 

 
Insert location map? 
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ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS 

A Remedial Investigation (RI) has been completed at Site 4 by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha 
District.  Analysis of data from previous investigations indicated the need for an RI to further define and delineate 
groundwater contamination, investigate contaminant source areas and evaluate risk to human health and the 
environment from contaminant releases.  The primary contaminant identified at the site is trichloroethene (TCE) in 
groundwater.   

Environmental investigations have focused on past DOD practices at the missile site, and include sampling and 
analysis of soil, groundwater, water in building sumps, on-site domestic well water and off-site private and 
municipal wells.  The presence of TCE is attributed to operational use to clean rocket engines of impurities after 
readiness exercises when the site was owned by the Air Force in the early 1960s. 

Environmental investigations at the site encompass a study area extending from on site to approximately eight 
to twelve miles east of the site.  Investigative efforts to date include: 

 
 Site Inspection / Preliminary Assessment Report; LT Environmental, Inc. for WDEQ, August 2002  
 Interim Response Action Report; RMC Consultants, Inc. for USACE, Omaha, May 2003 (switched 

pumping from the TCE-contaminated former DOD well used for cattle watering to another non-
contaminated former DOD well) 

 Groundwater Sampling Program Report; CBMA Associates, Inc. for WDEQ, October 2003 
 Expanded Site Inspection (ESI) Report; USACE, Omaha, October 2003 
 ESI Addendum Report; USACE, Omaha, April 2005 
 Surface Geophysical Survey and Borehole Geophysical Logging; RAS Integrated Subsurface Evaluations 

for USACE, Omaha, March 2006 
 Remedial Investigation Report; USACE, Omaha, May 2006 
 Remedial Action Alternatives Technical Memorandum; RMC Consultants, Inc. for USACE, May 2006 
 Domestic Well Water Sampling Annual Report; RMC Consultants, Inc. for USACE, July 2006 
 Groundwater Well Sampling Technical Memorandum; RMC Consultants, Inc. for USACE, August 2007 
 Supplemental Investigation Findings Technical Memorandum; RMC Consultants, Inc. for USACE, 
         February 2008 (on-site characterization) 
 Supplemental Investigation Findings Technical Memorandum; RMC Consultants, Inc. for USACE,  
         March 2009 (off-site characterization) 
 

     USACE has initiated two Interim Response Actions to provide treatment systems on two residential wells and 
one municipal well that have been impacted with TCE contamination over the Maximum Contaminant Level of 5 
parts per billion set for clean drinking water standards. USACE is also working to finalize a Focused Feasibility 
Study (FFS) to assess alternatives and costs for remediation and/or control of the TCE contamination.  Findings of 
the environmental investigations have determined that TCE from operations of the missile site has created a plume 
of groundwater contamination that extends from the site east to the saturated portion of the Ogallala aquifer where 
private and municipal wells are located.  The Revised Draft FFS (see update on page 4) and a Draft Long-Term 
Monitoring Technical Memorandum have been reviewed and commented on by the Regulators and Stakeholders in 
December 2009 and January 2010 respectively.  USACE is currently working with RMC Consultants to respond to 
and incorporate the comments into the Final FFS Report.  The Final FFS is expected to be available for public 
review in March 2010.  All of the current final reports are available for public review in the repository set up for 
this site at the Laramie County Public Library.  In addition to the public repository, a website is under development 
this Spring.  Project documents will be made available on the website to assist in public involvement.    
    
FUTURE ACTIONS 
      The Corps is working on a third Interim Response Action to provide a treatment facility at the Cheyenne 
Municipal Water Treatment Plant.  This action is expected to be awarded by the end March 2010, and will provide 
TCE remediation on the four municipal wells in the Borie Wellfield with the intent to close all current exposure 
pathways.  The Corps will also start the Long-Term Monitoring program this Spring to assess plume movement and 
extent.  With completion of the FFS, work will begin to prepare a Proposed Plan that will select the Remedial 
Action Alternative(s) to be implemented.  The Proposed Plan will then be made available for public review and 
comment prior to finalizing the selection in the Decision Document.  Once the Decision Document is approved and 
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signed, the work will begin to implement the Remedial Action Alternative(s).  It should be noted at this time that 
any Remedial Action Alternative(s) will be going on for thirty or more years.  WDEQ and EPA-8 continue to assist 
with these efforts. 
 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

What is TCE?  Trichloroethene (TCE) is a nonflammable, colorless liquid with a somewhat sweet odor similar 
to ether and a sweet, burning taste.  TCE was a common industrial solvent used extensively in the 60s, 70s, and 
somewhat in the 80s to remove oils and grease from metal parts. 

How did it get in groundwater at Atlas missile sites?  The exact way TCE was introduced in the groundwater 
is unknown. From historical records and interviews, it is known TCE was used to flush fuel chambers in missiles 
and to clean other components.  It is suspected that TCE was introduced into the groundwater from operation and 
maintenance by missile site crews disposing of spent TCE and residual RP-1 in the sump below the launch 
building, which then entered the shallow groundwater. 

Will TCE make me sick?  At the concentrations found in groundwater, there is little likelihood someone 
drinking the contaminated water would feel ill immediately.  The USEPA has set a standard for public water 
supplies requiring that drinking water provided to the public have no more than 5 ug/L (micrograms per liter)—or 5 
parts per billion—TCE.  This standard is set for the protection of human health.  Differences in the way TCE is 
processed by humans and animals have prompted the USEPA to reevaluate the cancer risk of long-term exposure to 
TCE. 

Will TCE affect my livestock?  Based on the likelihood that TCE will volatilize, or evaporate, when the 
groundwater is pumped to stock tanks or reaches streams, will further dilute in streams, and its low toxicity to 
cattle, it is unlikely that exposure to TCE in water will harm cattle. 

How can TCE in groundwater be cleaned up? Engineering measures can be taken to remove TCE from 
groundwater.  One such method relies upon aeration, or air stripping.  Using this method, the contaminated 
groundwater would be mixed with air, and the TCE would volatilize out of the water.  Other measures, such as 
absorption of the TCE on carbon filters can also remove TCE from groundwater. 

What can I do about TCE in my drinking water?  If your water contains concentrations of contaminants at 
levels above 5 parts per billion, it is recommended that you do not continue to drink this water or use it for cooking, 
bathing, or showering.  Alternatives for making sure the water you consume is safe include drinking bottled water, 
or purchasing a home water treatment system to reduce contaminants to safe levels. 
      Are there any health concerns for people living near an Atlas site?  Groundwater contamination by TCE is the 
greatest concern at the Atlas sites. Groundwater from domestic and municipal wells have been identified with TCE 
above safe drinking water standards, and environmental response actions have been implemented to provide 
treatment systems to bring TCE levels with safe drinking water standards.  Localized areas of soil contamination, 
above state and federal guidelines, have been found at some of the sites, but they do not pose a health risk to nearby 
residents.  Most sites are private property and should not be entered.  
 
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT  

 Public involvement is an important part of the Corps FUDS program.   Interested community members are 
encouraged to become involved in the process.  An information repository has been established that contains 
documents related to the environmental investigations at the site.  The Final FFS will also be available for public 
review and comment when it is completed.  In addition, the Corps will distribute information to the community 
through fact sheets like this one and public information sessions.  If you’d like to be added to the mailing list, 
please contact one of the following: 
  
For More Information      Information Repositories

Jill Solberg, Public Affairs Specialist          Laramie County Public Library 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Omaha District         2200 Pioneer Avenue 
Tel. (402) 995-2420, Toll free: 888-835-5971         Cheyenne, Wyoming  82001 
Email:  jill.c.solberg@usace.army.mil            (307) 634-3561   
 
      
Jane Francis, Project Manager                  
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality 
Tel. (307) 777-7092             
Email:  jfranc@wyo.gov            

mailto:jill.c.solberg@usace.army.mil
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Peggy Linn, Community Involvement Coordinator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 8 
Tel.  1-800-227-8917 ext 6622 
Email:  linn.peggy@epa.gov 
 
 

January 2010 Update 
Revised Draft Focused Feasibility Study Overview 

 
The Revised Draft FFS Report was submitted in November 2009.  The revisions are based on discussion at the 
Technical Project Planning (TPP) meeting conducted with the Stakeholders/Regulators in Cheyenne in June 
2009.  The following discussion summarizes the predominant items in the revised submittal: 

   
 The CERCLA process was utilized to develop remedial alternatives for Former Atlas 

“D” Missile Site 4.  The discussions and work performed during the previous TPP 
meetings (December 2008 and June 2009) was also used to refine potential remedial 
alternatives.   

 The CSM indicates that contaminated media include soil vapor, subsurface soil, and 
groundwater in Area A (on-site at the missile site) and groundwater in Area B (off-site 
at the saturated Ogallala aquifer), and Former Atlas “D” Missile Site 4 is contributing 
to TCE contamination in the well field.  

 Five remedial actions were developed and included: 
1. Alternative 1:  No Action 
2. Alternative 2:  Institutional Controls for Areas A and B 
3. Alternative 3:  Institutional Controls for Areas A and B; and 

Centralized Treatment of Groundwater Developed from the Borie 
Well Field and Belvoir Ranch Wells at the CBOPU Sherard 
Treatment Plant. 

4. Alternative 4:  Institutional Controls for Areas A and B; and 
Centralized Treatment of Groundwater Developed from the Borie 
Well Field and Belvoir Ranch Wells at the CBOPU Sherard 
Treatment Plant; and Hydraulic Intercept East of the Cow Camp 
Area. 

5. Alternative 5:  Institutional Controls for Areas A and B; and 
Centralized Treatment of Groundwater Developed from the Borie 
Well Field and Belvoir Ranch Wells at the CBOPU Sherard 
Treatment Plant; Hydraulic Intercept East of the Cow Camp Area; 
and Soil Remediation at Area A. 

 Alternative 5 was expanded in the Revised Draft FFS in response to input from the 
Stakeholders/Regulators to assess cost and effectiveness of in-situ options for source 
area soil/groundwater remediation in Area A.   
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